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Values

Vision

Certainty - For more than 30 years, we have
been trusted to deliver high quality, safe and
reliable services.

To enable the people
we support to live the
life they choose.

Esteem - We are respectful, upholding the
human rights of everyone we support and
work with.
Excellence - We strive for excellence in
everything we do - from the services we
provide, to the outcomes we support people
to achieve.

Mission

Compassion - We are kind and
compassionate to all.

To build on our legacy
and empower the people
we support to reach their
potential by actively living life
with values of trust, respect,
quality and compassion
every day.

Community Living Association
CLA delivers outstanding customer service by:
 Working in partnership with people to
ensure they live the life they choose.
 Collaborating with people to develop
excellent plans which achieve desired
outcomes.

 Meeting regularly to plan and review,
ensuring services are flexible and
responsive.
 Providing financial statements for people
to monitor support and funding.

 Matching people with Coordinators and
Support Workers of their choice.

 Providing clear and accurate information
to assist in decision making.

 Empowering people to determine how and
when supports are provided.

 Inviting feedback to continuously improve
services.
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Kattrina’s Story
Kattrina Anderson from HorsePower
Denmark has received one of Community
TABs Hearts and Horses Scholarships.
The scholarship supports participants
to access the vital therapy HorsePower
Australia provides. For Kattrina, it means
being able to continue to attend her
fortnightly riding sessions at the Denmark
centre.
Kattrina has a mild intellectual disability
and the programs run by HorsePower
Australia offer her the opportunity
to participate in activities in her local
community that assist her in developing
new skills and abilities.
Kattrina has a very special bond with
horses and spending time with them
soothes and provides her with a sense of
calmness.
“Going horse-riding is one of my favourite
activities to do. I love all the horses and
being out in the fresh air and riding,”
Kattrina said.
HorsePower Denmark added their thanks
to Community TAB and their support of
the HorsePower Australia Hearts and
Horses Scholarship program, as well as
thanks to all those who support Kattrina
to attend her sessions including Kirsty, her
support worker, who drives the 100km
round trip each fortnight, ensuring she
gets to spend time in the saddle.

“Going horse-riding is one of my favourite
activities to do. I love all the horses and being
out in the fresh air and riding,” Kattrina said.
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This story has been
reproduced with the
permission of the
Racing & Wagering
WA (RWWA) author.
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CLA Community
Participation Events
Customers and staff have been enjoying the
simple pleasures in life that we once took
for granted, like going for a picnic lunch,
participating in sport with friends and even
dressing up for the Melbourne Cup!
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CLA Support Workers
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"It is very rewarding seeing people reach
their goals and to know you can make a
difference in their lives. I have learnt so
much from the various people I support."

"Supporting a person to achieve a goal,
be part of the community and helping
them lead a happy, healthy life is very
satisfying."

Trish Meyer

Robyn Pouwelsen

"My favourite part of being a support worker
is seeing the people I support achieving
something they’ve always wanted to do,
and being part of the process that made it
happen."

"Being a support worker is very rewarding.
Seeing a smile on a person's face when
they achieve something is great. I enjoy
being able to pass on my knowledge, like
cooking."

Jackson Lacey

Corey Grossman

"There is quite a lot I've enjoyed about
being a support worker for CLA for
the past 9 years. Though for me what
stands out the most is the joy and
happiness on the faces of the people
I support. I have been lucky enough
to support some of the most down to
earth and courageous people I've met.
Being able to go to work and feel I'm
making a difference in someone's life
is the most rewarding thing I could
do. I've said this many times to people
in my life. I have the best job in the
world."
Cameron Crane

"I enjoy helping to support people to
achieve their personal lifestyle dreams
- this challenges me to learn new skills
and develop my own personal growth."
Kerrie Bentink

"Working with CLA has been one of the most
rewarding career moves of my working life. It's
great to be part of an organisation that helps
people to reach their goals and live their best
lives."
Peter Green
11
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Chair Report
interactions. The Strategic Plan has set CLA
priorities for the next three years that are
very much focussed on delivering quality and
innovative services, growing our Centre of
Excellence for people with disability, enhancing
our relationships, maintaining our sustainability
and ensuring we continuously reflect on what
we do and adapt as required (transformation).
I am confident that we have the people and
infrastructure in place to achieve our goals.

When reviewing our last annual report, I note
we considered our biggest challenge in 20192020 would be the full transition to the NDIS.
We were quietly confident that we had the
people and infrastructure in place to meet the
challenges. No-one could have anticipated
we would also have to adapt our services to
address the risks of the COVID-19 pandemic!
I am proud to say that we have successfully
met these challenges and have adapted
and developed a resilient, healthy, quality
organisation as a result.
During the 2019-2020 financial year, we
have been focussed on ensuring our
systems and infrastructure are robust and
enhance quality and innovative support for
people with disability. We have invested in
a comprehensive ICT upgrade, continue to
provide our people with appropriate training
and continually address identified system
shortcomings. CLA has also attained Clinical
Registration so that we can value-add to our
services by providing allied health services
including Occupational Therapy for people
with disability.
The 2020-2023 Strategic Plan has been
developed in response to the environmental
changes brought about, in part, by the NDIS
rollout and the ongoing impact of COVID-19. In
particular, I would urge everyone involved with
CLA to embrace our values as documented:
Certainty, Esteem, Excellence and Compassion.
These are the values that all of us within
CLA uphold in our work, commitment and
12

I would like to acknowledge everyone within
the CLA community who have come together,
adapted to a very different world and
continued to provide an excellent service. On
behalf of the Board I thank you all.
Finally, I must note some changes within
leadership in the past year. With his work
establishing a systems approach to address
the historical structural and financial issues
successfully in place, CEO John Lysaught moved
on in late 2019. The Board is most appreciative
of John’s commitment and achievements and
we wish him well in his future endeavours.
We have welcomed Russell Nelson as our new
CEO to take the organisation forward into
the NDIS environment. No-one anticipated
that shortly after his arrival, he would also
have to lead the organisation to address
the onset of a pandemic but he well and
truly rose to the challenge, ensuring we had
systems and procedures in place to guarantee
continuation of services. Russell is focussed
on CLA providing quality innovative services
to people with disability. We are already
witnessing the positive results of the new
ideas and systems he has brought to CLA. I
would also like to acknowledge the work and
commitment of Bryan Taylor who had held the
position of Vice Chairperson for some years
until his resignation in March due to work
commitments. I thank him for his wisdom and
tenacity in the good and difficult times.
I present this report with confidence that CLA is
a robust organisation providing quality services
to people with disability.

Julie Yusop
Chair

CEO Report
We invested significantly in training and
development of staff; we increased our
already robust risk, compliance and
governance framework; we added critical
expertise to our business systems and
information technology arrangements; and
we developed new services whist enhancing
existing ones.

Despite the challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic and its impact on our region and the
support services we provide, I am extremely
proud of what we together have achieved
for Community Living Association and the
people with disability who rely on us. In the
last financial year, participants served by
Community Living Association continued
to receive a quality service even as the
organisation was confronted with both the
blight of COVID-19 in conjunction with the
transition for many to the NDIS.

It is a testament to the wonderful staff here
at CLA that we were able to do this and
contribute a record surplus to the reserves of
the organisation.
This result was only achieved through the
whole CLA community working together,
focusing on the individual customers we
serve, and ensuring the processes, systems
and services we offer are efficient and
effective. Thank you to all our staff who
have worked tirelessly to assist participants,
families and guardians to be supported to
achieve their goals.
We have been busy in the last financial
year identifying our shortcomings in service
excellence, quality and capability in order to
provide innovative solutions to these areas
and to ensure the longevity of Community
Living Association.

As we start the new financial year with the
full impact of COVID-19 and its economic
impact on Australia still remaining uncertain,
Community Living Association can rest
assured that we have an agile plan and
budget process in place. We are committed
to ensuring that we are prepared for the
future, building an adaptable and resilient
organisation to support people with disability
for a long time to come; while protecting
the safety, health and wellbeing of the
organisation today.

"We are committed to ensuring that we
are prepared for the future, building an
adaptable and resilient organisation
to support people with disability for a
long time to come"
Community Living Association continues
to place participants at the centre of all we
do, delivering services and supports that
focus on each individual and their specific
goals; opening doors to new opportunities
and enabling participants to live the life of
their choice. We will continue to support
participants in partnership with their families,
carers and guardians as we head towards a
brighter future together.

Russell Nelson
Chief Executive Officer
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ICT Report
In addition, FlowLogic provides a fully
interactive customer portal known as
FlowPoint, to allow customers, families
and carers to be actively involved in the
management and understanding of their
service provision on a real time basis.
Customers will have access to their staff
rosters, staff profiles, planning and funding
information.
We are very happy to announce that despite
some minor disruptions due to COVID-19, the
transition to the new CRM system is due to
launch in November.
I would like to commend our IT Officers,
Arron Gravestock and Tegan O’Neill, who
have done an amazing job of ensuring that
the transition of data from our existing CRM
to FlowLogic, has been done with very limited
disruption.
Customer Management System (CRM)
In readiness for the full transition to NDIS,
CLA identified a need to migrate to a more
sophisticated, cloud-based solution focused
Customer Management System (CRM) to
assist us to operate more efficiently, meet
customer expectations and to manage
effectiveness and compliance under the
NDIS.

"FlowLogic provides a fully interactive
customer portal known as FlowPoint, to
allow customers, families and carers to
be actively involved in the management
and understanding of their service
provision on a real time basis. "
Vicki Corpus

After considerable research and consultation
with other Disability Service Providers across
Australia, it became evident that DataNova’s
FlowLogic system, was the ideal solution to
achieve our objectives.

To Arron and our Payroll Systems Officer,
Karen Swensen, a big “Thankyou” for all the
behind the scenes work you have done to
ensure our successful transition to FlowLogic.

FlowLogic is a sophisticated cloud-based
solution, incorporating NDIS software which
has the capacity to expand as the NDIS
and the organisation grows. FlowLogic is a
paperless and mobile solution and as a part
of our FlowLogic rollout, all of our Support
Workers have been provided with tablets and
training to access the live data on the system
and to help keep everyone more connected
within their day-to-day activities.
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Vicki Corpus
Chief Business Officer
Tegan O'Neill
IT Project Officer
Arron Gravestock
IT Project Officer

Service Delivery Report
Throughout the year, there were a number
of changes to the internal structures of
Service Delivery, including the introduction
of Mentors to assist Coordination and the
increased use of technology which is now
offering us a live view of services as they
unfold to provide a better informed, more
responsive and transparent organisation for
all.

2020 - well what a year this has been!
I am pleased to say that CLA has not only
survived this past year, but with the support
of the broader community, we have thrived
through what has been a very challenging
year.
For Service Delivery, 2019-20 brought many
unique challenges. COVID-19, a new CEO, a
new computer database and the changes
that came with the NDIS.
The many challenges did offer us unique
opportunities to slow down somewhat, with
most of the office staff needing to work from
home during the lock down stage. In doing
so, reassessing and considering our approach
has had some benefits.
Our Coordinators have done a remarkable
job of keeping services going and have
ensured that people who relied heavily on
supports to survive, were still able to access
the supports they needed. We are very
grateful for our support workers, who during
this worrying period, really did step up and
worked at times in what could have been
COVID-19-positive territory.
A special thanks to those support workers
who truly went above and beyond for the
people we serve.

We will continue to adapt to the new
environment that the NDIS represents to
the disability sector, and as change seems
to be the only constant feature this year,
we approach 2021 optimistically and look
forward to working with our customers,
families, staff and valued stakeholders to
improve our services even more.

"I am pleased to say that CLA has not
only survived this past year, but with
the support of the broader community,
we have thrived through what has been
a very challenging year." Eric Glas
Service Delivery has offered services to over
100 people throughout the year, with services
reaching into Denmark, Mt Barker and even
Kendenup.
With 2020’s challenges, we acknowledge that
we haven’t always gotten it right, but we are
committed to listening to people, improving
our services, and achieving goals together
with our customers. Wishing you all the best
during the upcoming festive season, and
onward into 2021, thank you for being on the
journey with us.

Eric Glas
Chief Experience Officer
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Planning Report

Over the course of 2019-2020, all of CLA’s
customers transitioned to new NDIS plans
and funding transitioned away from Disability
Services Commission, Dept of Communities
to the NDIS.
This change presented a steep learning curve
for all involved with our CLA Service Planners
quickly acquiring knowledge and skills of all
things related to the NDIS. Much work was
done to assist our families to interpret their
plans and to use their funding to maximise
their opportunities for supports, to build their
skills, and to achieve individual goals.
The Planning Department received all
manner of service enquiries, managed the
intake of existing and new customer NDIS
plans, drafted quotes and agreements
for services and importantly, facilitated
discussion around how their NDIS goals
would be achieved. The NDIS has a strong
focus on participants building their capacity
and funding is targeted at particular areas of
skill development. Examples include social
skills, independent living skills, increasing
community participation and more.
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Customers and their families are invited to
a review session at 6 months and 9 months
to ensure they are happy with their supports
and they are on track to meet their goals.
A report is sent to the NDIS at 12 months
regarding whether goals have been achieved
and recommendations for enhanced or
different support.
Reporting centres around goals achieved,
any barriers or challenges encountered and
recommendations for enhanced or different
supports for the future plan.
It has been a challenging year, learning and
interpreting the NDIS quoting and pricing
system, navigating the changes for NDIS
provider compliance, and ensuring we
meet our reporting requirements. All of this
whilst also transferring information to a new
software system. It’s been a steep climb but
CLA is well prepared to provide an efficient
intake and monitoring process so that our
customers can receive up-to-date information
on their services and funding.

Dani Connolly & Belinda Kaps
Service Planners

Positive Behaviour Support Report

Kim Schroeder was appointed to the role of
Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) Practitioner
at the beginning of 2020. Kim has provided
NDIS funded supports in the area of
Specialist Behaviour Intervention Support to
NDIS participants. CLA have also provided
some services in this area to participants
from other providers in the community on
request.
Specialist Behaviour Intervention Support
provides intensive support for a participant,
with the intention of addressing significantly
harmful or persistent behaviours of concern.
The PBS Practitioner role engages all
stakeholders to develop a Behaviour Support
Plan which aims to limit the likelihood
of behaviours of concern developing or
increasing once they have been identified.
The plan outlines specifically tailored positive
strategies for the participant themselves
to try, for their family and the people who
support them. PBS is a wholistic service,
which looks at all of the aspects of a person’s
life and aims to develop strategies in
partnership with the individual involved.
Key achievements from 2019-20 include:
•

Engagement and participation with the
NDS WA Behaviour Support Practitioner
Training

•

Engagement with the Clinical Governance
Sub Committee

•

Planning to foster a whole organisation
approach to PBS principles and practices
in line with the NDIS Quality and
Safeguards Commission

•

Reviewing and updating CLA’s policies and
procedures to align with the NDIS Quality
and Safeguards Commission requirements

•

Staff engagement in professional learning
and training in PBS

•

Restrictive Practices Audit processes
implemented.

CLA’s continued commitment to meeting
the obligations for registered providers
ensures that as an organisation we are
focussing on:
•

Quality of life outcomes for each NDIS
participant

•

Providing a high level of choice and
control for participants and their plans

•

Ensuring that any restrictive practices
are identified and authorised and that
our staff have the skills to support our
customers.

Kim Schroeder
Positive Behaviour Support
Practitioner
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Occupational Therapy

Support Coordination

CLA commenced Occupational Therapy as a
service in early May this year. This service is
continuing to grow and the anticipated need is
expected to expand. Our overarching themes
are to work collaboratively with customers and
their families to achieve goals and to support
participation and engagement in home and
community life. We focus on promoting the
customer’s choice and independence to create
meaningful opportunities in their own lives.

This year, CLA quickly recognised a number of
additional opportunities the NDIS provides. As
a result, CLA expanded our services offering
three main capacity building areas, Support
Coordination, Positive Behaviour Support and
Occupational Therapy.

The services provided include functional
capacity assessments, assistive technology
prescription, skill-based therapy, training to
staff in an array of functional clinical areas
and basic and complex home modifications.
CLA has a certified occupational therapist for
complex home modification and therefore
customers no longer need to rely upon metro
service providers travelling to Albany to
complete their complex home modifications.

We look forward to continue providing best
practice occupational therapy to customers in
the Great Southern.

CLA were pleased to attract a dedicated
and knowledgeable Support Coordinator in
Jackie Haydock, who commenced in the role
in March 2020. Jackie very quickly received
many external and internal referrals for her
support. Due to her long working history in
the disability sector, and strong background in
coordination and NDIS planning, Jackie is able
to provide assistance with a range of support
connections including investigating housing
options for NDIS participants with complex
needs, including early onset dementia, as well
as many other general areas that impact on
people living with disability.

Nina Murray & Jenny Wylie
Occupational Therapists

Jackie Haydock
Support Coordinator

Our therapy services are aiming to target
school-aged children, adolescents and adults
as our service continues to grow. We work
closely with the Positive Behaviour Support
Practitioner at CLA and other allied health
providers in the Great Southern region to
work holistically to optimize a customer’s skill
development.
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NDIS funded Support Coordination is aimed
at helping people to understand their plans,
and to connect them with a range of support
services, therapy, and equipment providers
that will best meet their individual needs.
Importantly, Support Coordination provides
unbiased advice and information around
a wide range of service offerings. Support
Coordinators are expected to operate
independently and objectively from the host
organisation.

Safety and Training
they proceed through our on-boarding
induction process which incorporates OH&S,
medication competency, COVID-19 induction,
Van & Hoist training as well as Information
Technology Training.
CLA's commitment to safety has seen us
upgrade our OH&S induction to a PowerPoint
presentation. With the introduction of
FlowLogic software, our incident and accident
reporting has become much easier to
complete and will lead to better investigation
outcomes.
CLA is continuing their commitment to
training. Our vision is to ensure all staff are
equipped with the knowledge and skills to
undertake the role at the highest level to
support our customers.
In the past year, we have undertaken
targeted training based on the needs of our
customers by providing 10 of our support
staff the opportunity to complete Certificate
III in Individual Support. 10 of our support
staff also had the opportunity to complete
Certificate IV in Disability and 27 staff
completed the Support Worker Development
Program which is made up of five core
competencies from the Certificate III in
Individual Support.
We have also reviewed our induction process
to ensure that once new staff are appointed,

With the arrival of COVID-19, CLA were
required to explore alternate methods of
learning which has been an exciting time and
allowed us to be innovative in our approach
of upskilling staff.
CLA put steps in place to keep our Centre
of Excellence at 56 Cockburn Road open to
customers by putting in place strict entry
procedures such as temperature checks,
booking requirements and regimented
cleaning practices. CLA has provided
COVID-19 training to our staff, customers
and families during the initial stages of this
outbreak. CLA continues with COVID-19
training and has now been incorporated into
our induction process.

Adrian Lee
Safety and Training Coordinator
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Human Resources Report
This year, HR has successfully staffed
CLA's new clinical team supporting CLA's
growth in exploring the new services we
can offer. This team is currently made up of
a Positive Behaviour Support Practitioner
and two occupational therapists. We have
also expanded into Support Coordination
engaging two professionals in this area of
expertise.

The HR team has had great success in
stabilising CLA’s workforce. The transition
into the NDIS has dramatically increased the
competition to attract and retain staff. Our
HR department has implemented strategies
to improve staff remuneration and benefits
and this has favoured our marketability,
allowing CLA to be the leader in the Great
Southern offering not only competitive
rates, but a stable place of employment. Our
recruitment strategy has been extremely
strong and CLA has improved on our
excellent reputation in the region.
Despite the challenges that CLA endured
during COVID 19, our workforce proved to be
loyal and adaptable throughout the shifting
environment and changing needs of our
customers. We worked closely as a team to
develop new processes for what CLA could
offer, considering the restrictions at the time.
Our staff did an outstanding job adjusting to
and adhering to the processes, ensuring our
customers received the support required.
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Recruitment activity for 2019/2020 has been
steady with 24 new staff joining our team and
successfully completing their probation. All
new employees have settled into CLA and are
utilising their skills to improve all aspects of
our business.

Renee Clear
Human Resource Manager

CLA Staff Profiles
Full Time
Permanent

Casual
26

21
140
Total
93

Part Time
Permanent

CLA Staff Gender

CLA Departures

29%
41

14%

Male

Involuntary

140
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99

71%

86%

Female

Voluntary

CLA Staff Age Distribution

Amount of Staff
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0
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61-70

71-80
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Finance Report
The move from advanced payment to
payment in arrears has seen lengthy delays
in receiving funds, due largely to time lags
between plans being approved and CLA
able to claim for services already provided.
CLA must bear this cost in the interim,
highlighting the importance of maintaining
positive net surpluses and cash reserves.
Recent investment in new technology and
systems will enable us to improve the billing
cycle so revenue can be reliably measured
and received in an acceptable time frame.
CLA’s net operating result for the financial
year was both pleasing and a significant
improvement on past years.
To put this into perspective, surpluses
enable CLA to accumulate cash reserves
which are vital in meeting current and future
obligations. It also allows for investment
in the future, with a view to expanding or
diversifying services to meet the changing
needs of our customers, and the disability
sector as a whole.
After meeting our backpay commitment,
CLA is now in an excellent financial position
to move forward. We recently implemented
a new wage structure which exceeds
award obligations and promotes CLA as an
employer of choice.
Although the working capital ratio of .95 is
not ideal, accounting standards required the
provision for the final tranche of back pays to
be moved to current liabilities. Impacting this
ratio is also employee leave provisions, which
are funds set aside to pay staff when leave is
taken.
As cash reserves continue to build, and the
final back pay obligation met in July 2020,
this ratio will improve. Ideally, for every $1 of
cash or cash equivalents, there should be less
than $1 of debt. This ensures employees and
creditors are paid when the obligations fall
due. The transition to the NDIS has not been
without its challenges.
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As per the revenue graph, 97% of CLA income
is derived from government revenue. As
at the 30th June 2020, the majority of CLA
customers had transitioned to the NDIS.
As per the expenses graph, 85% of total
expenditure is comprised of wages and
associated on-costs. This includes both
support staff and administration staff. Recent
investment in the FlowLogic CRM system
will reduce the number of mundane and
time-consuming tasks previously required,
with greater operating efficiencies to be
achieved. For example, the ‘clock in, clock out’
system via staff tablets will reduce data entry
and processing times for both payroll and
rostering functions.
In summary, 2019-2020 has had its
challenges – NDIS transition, COVID-19, but
the result has left us in a firmer fiscal position
going forward. I would like as always, to
thank the extremely dedicated and loyal
team of people who make up the finance and
payroll team, going beyond to ensure the
wheels keep turning in the background.
As you will note from the independent
auditor’s report, CLA finds itself in a sound
financial position, ensuring our sustainably
now and into the foreseeable future.

Penny Bryant
Chief Financial Officer
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Independent Auditor's Report
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Board of Directors 2019 - 2020

"I would like to acknowledge
everyone within the CLA
community who have come
together, adapted to a very
different world and continued
to provide an excellent service.
On behalf of the Board, I thank
you all."
Julie Yusop
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Julie Yusop
Chair
Julie has been a member of the CLA Board
for eight years. She has worked in the
social sector for close to four decades,
predominantly in leadersnip roles in the
Community/Non-Profit sectors.

John Marmion
Board Director

Colin May
Board Director

John is a recently retired civil engineer
who has worked in the government
and corporate sector and has extensive
experience including corporate governance,
strategic goal setting and corporate risk and
opportunity assessment.

Colin has served on the Board for over six
years. He is a committee member of the local
branch of Sailability and has been a member
of the City of Albany Disability Access and
Inclusion committee for ten years.

Dev Ramachandran
Board Director

Duncan Guy
Board Director

Dev has over 30 years of experience in
both corporate and operational roles with
organisations including Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton
and Vale. He has held roles in business
development, investment evaluation,
planning and analysis.

Currently working as General Manager - Sales
at Baptistcare, MBA qualified Duncan is an
accredited Mediator (UWA) and has worked
in executive roles in business development,
marketing and strategy.

Thomas Davidson
A/Treasurer

Michelle Pardini
Board Director

Thomas runs his own strategy and
management consulting practice where he
serves a range of ASX listed, government and
for purpose clients, including in the disability
services and mental health sector.

Michelle has worked in not-for-profit
organisations for many years in both state
and local boards and is our newest Board
Director. She is a keen volunteer with a wide
range of groups and is inspired by CLA's
involvement with the Albany community.
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36 Cockburn Road, Albany WA 6330
Ph: 08 9842 3855 | www.mycla.org.au
ABN: 16123793282 | Registered NDIS Provider
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